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A numerical simulation of quenched QCD on a 24 x 12 x 12 x 24 lattice at /3 = 5.9 is used to calculate
the electric and magnetic form factors of the baryon octet. Magnetic moments, electric radii, magnetic
radii, and magnetic transition moments are extracted from the form factors.

1. INTRODUCTION
Here we report the results of a calculation of

the electric and magnetic form factors for the octet
baryons in lattice QCD, From these quantities we
extract magnetic moments, electric radii, magnetic
radii, and magnetic transition moments. A system-
atic examination of all the octet baryons reveals
the interplay of quark mass effects and spin de-
pendent forces which are expected in an underly-
ing quark description of baryons. To put our results
into perspective, we compare our calculations with
experimental measurements where available, with
recent quark and Skyrme model calculations, and
with QCD sum rule calculations.

2. THEORETICAL FORMALISM
The electromagnetic form factors may be ex-

tracted from the following ratio of 2 and 3 point
Green functions.

and
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\ denotes standard baryon interpolating fields. The
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The form factors are calculated at the smallest finite
q2 available on our lattice, q = yjx.

We employ the Wilson action for both the
Gauge and Fermion actions, and calculate at three
values of K = 0.152. 0.154. 0.156. KS is fixed at
0.152, and KU = KJ are extrapolated to KCT =
0.1598(2). We use a symmetric combination of the
conserved electromagnetic current derived from the
fermionic action via the Noether procedure. The
lattice Ward identity responsible for charge conser-
vation guarantees that at q2 = 0 the electric 3-point
function measures the total baryon charge. Twenty-
eight gauge configurations are analysed. A third or-
der single elimination jackknife procedure is used to
estimate the statistical uncertainties.



3. ELECTRIC PROPERTIES

The electric charge radius of a baryon may be

extracted from the electric form factor with the

standard small q2 expansion of the Fourier trans-

form of a spherical charge distribution by

To calculate the derivative we exploit a dipole form

GE(q2) = "

which is known to fit the experimental data well.

This yields a dipole result,

The difference in radii extracted using a monopole

form is small relative to the statistical uncertainties.

Fixing the lattice spacing to reproduce the nu-

cleon mass gives rP = y/ir'p } = 0.65(8) fm. Ex-

perimentally rP = 0.862(12) fm. This underesti-

mation of the charge radius is most likely due to

finite volume effects. For example, the lattice pro-

ton diameter is approximately 9 lattice units (lu)

at the lightest quark masses and therefore largely

fills the lattice in the y-z directions of length 12

lu. The periodic boundary conditions in the spa-

tial directions allow overlap of the wavefunctions of

surrounding baryons which may cause the baryon

size to be restricted. Similarly, magnetic radii are

underestimated in our lattice calculations compared

to the experimental radii.

Figure 1 displays the lattice predictions of the

electric charge radii for the charged members of the

baryon octet. We have included the results of two

recent model calculations for comparison with the

lattice results. The same pattern of relative sizes

of the baryons is observed in each calculation. The

only significant difference is the rther small Skyrme

model radius for E~.

The lattice results suggest there are three ef-

fects responsible for the details of the distribution of

electric charge within baryons. In the case of equal

mass quarks the important effect may be described

as a spin dependent force that acts repulsively be-

tween doubly represented quarks. These quarks
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Figure 1: Electric charge radii of the charged octet

baryons. The short dashed lines correspond to the

quark model results and the long dashed lines cor-

respond to the Skyrme model results . The model

results are scaled to the proton lattice radius.

have larger electric charge distributions, which re-

sults in a negative squared charge radius for the

neutron. The electric properties of baryons involv-

ing strange quarks are altered in two ways. The

dominant effect is the standard reduction of the

charge radius due to the relatively large mass of the

strange quark. However there is a more interesting

and subtle effect. As the u and d-quark masses be-

come lighter the electric charge radius of the strange

quark distribution is seen to decrease indicating a

shifting of the centre-of-mass towards the strange

quark. As a result, the electric radius of the light

quark distribution is further increased. For example,

consider the u quark radius in zP(ssu) and N(ddu).

rH° - 0.50i-?S lu.

4. MAGNETIC PROPERTIES

Our calculation of magnetic form factors is done

at the smallest finite value of q2 available on our lat-

tice. On the other hand, the magnetic moment is

defined at q2 = 0 as jjrffo = £ M ( 0 ) . Lattice ex-

trapolations in q2 to q2 = 0 suffer from large statis-

tical errors. To make contact with the experimental

magnetic moments, we assume a scaling of electric

and magnetic form factors in q2. This is suggested
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Figure 2: Magnetic moments of the baryon octet
in natural magnetons. Experimental moments and
uncertainties are indicated in solid black.

by the experimentally measured relation

Gu(q2)
() GE(O) '

For hyperons we scale the strange and light sectors
separately

cm' and

such that the total magnetic moment is given by
gB(Q) = G'M(0)+GSM(0). In the proton and neutron
the u and d-quark sectors are scaled separately.

Figure 2 displays the lattice predictions of mag-
netic moments in units of natural magnetons. While
the signs of the moments are correctly determined,
the moments appear to be underestimated by an
amount that appears to be constant in magnitude
for most baryons. Once again, finite volume effects
are expected to play a leading role in the restriction
of the magnetic moments.

Explaining the magnetic moments of baryons
has been a long standing problem of hadronic
physics. In Fig. 3 we have collected together recent
results of the best known approaches to QCD in-
cluding quark model , Skyrme model ^ and QCD
sum rule ^ calculations. With the quark masses
fixed, the lattice results are parameter free. The
lattice calculations out perform the model calcula-
tions in predicting the experimental magnetic mo-
ment ratios.

SU(8) S.R. Latt. Exp. Q.M. Skyr.

SU(6) S.R. Latt. Exp. Q.M. Skyr.

Figure 3: A comparison of positive (a) and negative
(b) magnetic moment ratio calculations. The SU(6)
symmetry, QCD sum rule (S.R.), Lattice (Latt.),
quark model (Q.M.), and Skyrme model (Skyr.)
calculations are compared with experimental mea-
surements (Exp.). The experimental and sum rule
result for S° are obtained using SU(2)-flavor sym-
metry.

To gain a deeper understanding of the underly-
ing quark dynamics, it is useful to consider the in-
dividual quark sector contributions to the magnetic
moments. In the simple quark model, the magnetic
moment of the proton is given by

In the SU(2) limit where / i u = - 2 / , the ratio of
the quark sector contributions in the simple quark
model is §/ iu / - i/zd = 8. In contrast, the lattice
results indicate this ratio is 10.3(7) at K = 0.152
and increases as the quarks become lighter. A ratio
of 8 may be recovered at heavy quark masses. These
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Figure 4: Magnetic radii of the baryon octet.
Dashed lines indicate Skyrme model results which
are scaled to agree with the proton magnetic lattice
radius. The pattern of the radii appear quite simi-
lar in the two calculations with the exception of E"
which has a negative squared magnetic radius in the
Skyrme model.

results give strong evidence of relativistic and gluon
effects which are not accounted for in conventional
quark models.

Away from the SU(3) flavor limit, one can
search for quark mass effects analogous to those
seen in the electric properties. Of course, the ef-
fective moment of the strange quark is smaller than
the light quarks as expected. However there are
more subtle effects seen in the effective magnetic
moments of the quarks which are due to the shift-
ing of the center-of-mass. For example, consider
the u-quark contribution to the magnetic moments
of N(ddu) and =?(ssu). In the SU(3) flavor limit,
the effective moments of the u-quark in these two
baryons are found to be the same. However, with
the light quarks extrapolated to KCT we find the u-
quark contribution to the neutron magnetic moment
is -0.25(17) fix. while the u-quark contribution in
Eu is larger at -0.36(5) ^,v. This effect, due to un-
equal s and d-quark masses, is not accounted for in
a constituent quark picture.

In Fig. 4 the magnetic radii J r2 ) /QM(0)\

for each baryon of the octet are plotted. In general,
the two calculations reproduce the same pattern of
magnetic radii, with the exception of E~.

5. SUMMARY
In our investigations of electric structure we

have seen evidence of a spin dependent force that
acts repulsively between doubly represented quarks.
This accounts for a negative squared charge radius
in the neutron. We have also seen center-of-mass
effects which act to increase the distribution radius
of light quarks and decrease the distribution radius
of s-quarks. Investigations of the magnetic proper-
ties also reveal center-of mass and spin dependent
effects in the quark sector contributions to the mag-
netic moments. The effective moment of « quark is
dependent on the baryon in which it resides. These
effects become larger as the quarks become lighter
indicating relativistic motion and gluon dynamics
which are not accounted for in constituent quark
models.

Calculations of the electromagnetic properties
of hadrons may ultimately provide one of the best
quantitative tests of QCD. A method for extracting
the four electromagnetic form factors of the spin |
system on the lattice has been established . With
recent attempts to measure the fi~ magnetic mo-
ment, a lattice investigation of the electromagnetic
properties of the low-lying spin | baryons seems very
timely, and such an analysis is currently in progress.
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